
The Happy Scrappy quilt along for 2022 is the perfect project for  someone new 
to patchwork, for someone who wants to build their skills or for someone who 
wants to use their stash.

The Happy Scrappy quilt along will help you create a sampler quilt with the 
finished quilt having twelve 12" blocks and an approximate finished size of 40" x 
53" . You could of course make it any size by duplicating or adding more blocks 
of your own. 

Each month we will be releasing instructions for how to piece a patchwork 
block, starting simple and building skills along the way. All you need to get 
involved is some fabric, a rotary cutter, cutting board, patchwork ruler and a 
sewing machine with a quarter inch presser foot attached. Of course, it is up to 
you whether you use up your scraps (if you have some) or you buy some fabric 
to make the blocks with. 

See notes for this QAL at the end of this post. Prepare your fabric pieces either by 
cutting generous rectangles or by cutting more specific pattern pieces.

Make it!

Happy Scrappy Quilt along

For the corner squares:
1 x 4.5" square white fabric 
1 x 4.5" square blue fabric 

For the HSTs:
 2 x 5.5" squares white fabric 
2 x 5.5" squares teal fabric 

For the QSTs:
2 x 6.5" squares white fabric 
1 x 6.5" square blue fabric 
1 x 6.5" square  green fabric 

Step 1 cutting out

Month 3

For this block you will need 3 colour-
ed/patterned fabrics and one white/
low volume one for the background. 
This month's block is made up of nine 
patches; 2 squares, 3 half square trian-
gles (HST) and 4 quarter square triangles 
(QST- also known as hourglass)



Make three HSTs (using the technique from step two in month 
one) using the white and teal fabric squares. (Note you will 

have one left over) Trim to 4.5"

Step 2 Making the patches 

QSTs 
First make two HSTs (using the technique from step two in 
month one) using white and blue fabric squares and the white 
and green squares. Trim to 5.5"

Taking two HSTs of the same colour way, pin right sides together and opposite colours together. See 
in the picture below where we have folded back the corner to show you. Draw a line diagonally across 

the back perpendicular to the seam. 

Sew 1/4" from each side of the drawn line. 
Cut the unit in half along the drawn line. Press seams open. 



If you have enjoyed making block 2 of our Happy Scrappy quilt along for 2022 why not show us your block? Tag 
us on Instagram or Facebook using the tag @madeandmaking or drop us an email with a picture of your block. 
We'd love it see it and create a colour gallery for inspiration. 

FEELING HAPPY TO SHARE?FEELING HAPPY TO SHARE?

When cutting don't forget to consider the direction of the print on your fabric if this is important to you.

All seams are sewn using a quarter inch presser foot.

A good stitch length to use is 1.8 - 2 unless otherwise stated.

As a rule all seams should be pressed towards the darkest fabric unless otherwise advised. To reduce bulky seams 
seam allowances can be pressed open (butterly pressed)

All blocks are 12.5" unfinished and 12" finished

HAPPY SCRAPPY QUILT ALONG NOTESHAPPY SCRAPPY QUILT ALONG NOTES

Step 3 Assembling the block

Lay out the patches as per the photo. 

Sew the blocks together into rows, press the seams in alternate 
directions and then sew the rows together.

Trim the QSTs to 4.5"

Step 2 Making the patches - continued


